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Sara Crewe is a gifted and well-mannered child, and Captain Crewe, her father, is an extraordinarily

wealthy man. So Miss Minchin, headmistress of Sara's new boarding school in London, is pleased

to treat Sara as her star pupil-a pampered little princess. But one dreadful day, Sara's father dies,

and her world suddenly collapses around her. All of her lovely things are taken from her, and she is

forbidden to associate with her friends. Miss Minchin can now show her greedy and mean-spirited

nature to its fullest. The little princess is reduced to a shabby drudge. But Sara does not break, and

with the help of a monkey, an Indian lascar, and the strange, ailing gentleman next door, she not

only survives her sufferings but helps those around her. --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.
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When I was six years old, I somehow became convinced that I was a princess. As a result, I now

have a copy of this book inscribed "Christmas 1976...From the Queen".I hadn't read it before, but it

instantly became one of my favorites. I was reading it in bed when I got to the scene where Sara

finds out her father is dead; I had to stop reading and cry myself to sleep.There are other scenes,

though, that didn't make me cry then, but they sure do now. "Guy Clarence" giving his sixpence to

Sara, so convinced that he's setting her up for life. Sara giving away the currant buns to the real

beggar child, and the shopkeeper's reaction: "Left just one for herself. And she could have eaten the

whole six. I saw it in her eyes." And the very last scene: "Her name is Anne. She has no

other."Another scene that doesn't make me cry, but is still very moving, is when Ram Dass drops



into Sara's attic to retrieve the monkey. That conversation plays on so many levels. First of all, he's

respectful because she's white and female: kind of creepy from today's perspective, but OTOH, it's

been a long time, at that point, since anyone has shown her any real respect. But, because they are

both servants, he can be forthright with her, not just say "Yes, Missee Sahib" as he might have

when she was wealthy. And moreover, it's refreshing for her to talk with him about India, which she

apparently misses a lot. She was never miserable there, at any rate!And this scene is crucial,

because after he leaves, she is face to face with the realization that her life is not going to get any

better (as it stood, without Burnett's plot machinations). She mulls this, then decides, "Whatever

comes cannot alter one thing. If I am a princess in rags and tatters, I can be a princess inside.
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